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1. Level of Satisfaction with the Planning Meeting: 

 N = 29 % Last Time 
(%) 

Very Satisfied 5 17.2% 11.4% 

Satisfied 14 48.3% 71.4% 

Neutral 9 31.0% 14.3% 

Dissatisfied 1 3.4% 2.9% 

Very Dissatisfied 0 0.0% 0.0% 

 

2. Things that Worked: 

Appreciate working with colleagues from different areas 
Attempting to prioritize from original list of ideas, working towards action items 
Collaborative 
Getting ideas there are a lot of great long/short term ideas. 
Group discussions 
Group meetings 
Hearing a lot of people's voices, Focus on specificity and pragmatism 
I actually liked that we sort of chose our own seats today. I felt more open to voice my opinion with 
people I felt comfortable with. 
I liked the civil attitude 
Interaction and dialogue 
It gets people together 
It gives a voice 
Knowing that the suggestions will be acknowledged in upcoming budget 
Listening to top priorities 
More open and focus today 
Open communication, though provoking 
Opportunity to discuss our concerns in a candid manner and trying to bring solution 
Realization that we are all on the same page or least appear to be. 
Rudy's chart, Focused Discussion 
Seeing all my colleagues again 
Shorter and more focused, diverse make of tables 
Talking with colleagues 
That many people seem willing to work with everyone to try to solve some very important issues. 
The dynamic made it interesting and people to participate.  
The focus on only 2 themes with a focus on deliverable action items 
The group discussions - the time allotted to discuss issues 
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3. Things that Didn’t Work and/or Suggestions For Next Time: 

Better to do several shorter session rather than one 3-hour session 
Complaints by groups 
Don't see anything moving forward this year. 
Having the time table for action 
It would be a lot nicer for classified staff if we had adequate time for lunch before a 1 PM meeting or 
provide snacks/hold a potluck before the meeting.  
It's disappointing that 10 faculty were either missing or had gone early. Mandatory? 
Less time on each item and more time on "next steps" 
Let's stop talking and get it done already! 
Lots of ideas - hope it develops into a real plan 
Make food available 
Meshing of ideas. It felt like we rehashed the thoughts and ideas of the 1st planning sessions. 
More accountability - not all staff were in attendance. Better to have all voices represented. 
Need applicable action items. Not every employee was in attendance. 
None 
Not sure we made any progress. People make things happen. Committees make suggestions. Nothing 
will progress until we have a climate of trust and respect that will allow people to make positive 
changes in their work, departments, etc. I am not convinced we have a clear path to that destination.  
Not to have workshops on Fridays before a 3 day weekend 
Print enough materials for everything or tell everyone to print and bring (and make materials standard 
size) 
Still trying to understand where "list" is going and outcomes timeline. 
The initial diversity of the participants table set-up 
There was an agenda and two out of the four themes were discussed 
We could have gone through way more - we really only needed half the time - we could have gone 
through all 4 items.  
We need more definition/direction or where we want to go/be 
We need the all campus to be "all campus". Too many absent staff and faculty. 
What can I do to help? Make person application within my scope 
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4. General Comments: 

Continuing narrowing down goals/actions and implement them within timely manner 
Glad we are having these conversations 
Good start 
I would like to see some real action and timelines to complete goals mentioned.  
Lots of good ideas, but no action to back it up. 
Now it's time for some action! 
Pick people that are not always picked for your group. Diversify.  
Session was helpful and informative 
Suggest or inform staff if lunch is or is not provided. Open for a pot luck at our event while we work 
together. Baked potato or Salad bar. 
Thank you for your hard work in putting this together. 
We need to know what kinds of funds can be used for these ideas. 
Where is the Campus President? Where is the Senate President? Where have the majority of faculty 
and staff disappeared by the end? Why doesn't leadership care? 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


